Introduction
It is well known (e.g. Stone [1] ) that the Stone-Weierstrass approximation theorem can be used to prove the completeness of various systems of orthogonal polynomials, e.g. Chebyshev polynomials. In this paper, Stone's theorem is used to prove a more general completeness theorem, which includes as special cases Plancherel's theorem, the corresponding theorem for Hankel transforms, the completeness of various polynomial systems, and certain expansions in Jacobian elliptic functions. The essential feature common to all these systems is a certain algebraic structure -if S is an appropriate vector space spanned by orthogonal functions, then the algebra A generated by S is contained in the closure of S in a suitable norm.
Stone's theorem is used in the following form (Naimark [2] ). If B is a real algebra of continuous functions on the compact Hausdorff space X, which separates points, then the uniform closure of B either coincides with the algebra of all real continuous functions on X, or with the subalgebra of all real continuous functions which vanish at one particular point of X. (B may be complex if also B contains the conjugate of each of its points.)
Now let X denote a locally compact Hausdorff space, and \i a measure on X; it will always be assumed, without further statement, that n(J) < oo for each compact J c X, and that the space L 2 (J) contains, as a dense subset, C{J), the space of all continuous functions on J; here the inner product on X is (/, g) = Ixfgdu, and the L 2 (X)-norm is | | / | | = (/,/)*; denote also by ||/|| y the L 2 -norm on the subset J c X. In section 2, C(X) and L 2 (X) are restricted to real functions; in Section 3, they relate to complex functions.
If E c C(X) n L 2 (X), E denotes the closure of E in the L 2 (;if)-norm II • II; E denotes the closure of E in the uniform norm on X, || • ||'; and E* denotes the closure of £ in the norm ||-||* = IHI + IHI'. (If E is compact, then E* = £.)
Functions on compact spaces
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and /i a measure on X, satisfying the above conventions; let G = {<j> n : n = 1, 2, • • •} be an orthonormal sequence of real functions on X, thus (<j) m , <j> n ) = 5 mn . Denote by S n the vector space spanned by {^l, •" ', $"}', S = [jf S n ; and A the algebra consisting of all finite linear combinations of finite products of elements of S. 
there is g e C(X) with \\f-g\\ < |e. By Stone's theorem, A = C(X), therefore there is p e A with Sup x \g-p\ < e/(3Vfi{X)). Since A c S, there is he S with 11/ 7 -h\\ < e/3; and he S N for some N. Then, for n ^ N, [3] Stone's theorem and completeness 213
If X = [a, b] is a compact real interval, and G = {</ >" : n = 0, 1, 2, • • •} is a sequence of real polynomials, such that <j> n has degree n, for n = 0, 1, 2, • • •, then c j , since <t> m (j> n is a polynomial, and the other hypotheses of Theorem 1 are also fulfilled. Thus, for example, the Legendre polynomials, and the Chebyshev polynomials, form complete systems. The same conclusion applies to trigonometric polynomials, with period b -a, except that here the two end points of X must be identified. If, as in these instances, A c S holds, as well as the hypotheses of Theorem 1, then S c C(X) = A implies S = C(X); thus each continuous function on X is the uniform limit of a sequence of functions in S. For trigonometric polynomials, this result is part of Fejer's theorem.
If G is complete, X compact Hausdorff, and each (j> n real continuous, then A c S, since each element of A is continuous; hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 1 holds; and S separates points of X; but it is not obvious that A separates points of X. So the direct converse to Theorem 1 may not hold, without extra hypothesis.
Theorem 1 can also be applied to certain expansions in Jacobian elliptic functions, analogous to trigonometric Fourier series. Since no pair of subscripts n, s occurs more than once in the array {a n b s }, CO 00 00 00
s = l s=l
Since ^2 k l < 1 and X 1^, 1 < oo, ^f IM < oo. Therefore \f(*0)\ g £ lft.11 la n | < oo, (ii) (Orthogonality) For each compact Ke {K n }, (8) (Qfj)(y) = f fAxWfcx)dp(x) (y e Y).
Jx
Define also, where they exist, the following limits: 
PROOF. From (7) and the boundedness property of <j>, Ta is bounded and continuous, for a e C(K), but not necessarily of bounded support. If a e D{K) then, from (6) and (7), (12) lir<x|| = ik||.
By Fubini's theorem, for a e D(K),

From (8) and the boundedness property of (j), Q K fj e C(K).
Let peL 2 {K), and let p vanish on
By the boundedness property of <f>, \4>{y, x)\ is bounded by a constant, X = X(J, K) say, on K x J. Define Tp by (7). Then by (7), applied to p -a, and (12) use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700009472 Hence {T(Q K f)} is a Cauchy sequence in L 2 {X), defining T(Qf). Now let J\X, then A"t F, in (16). Since, by (14),
which -• 0 as J f X, the limit of (16) yields (11). Since A <= S*, s n s' n = lima n>r , where a nr eS, and the limit is in || -||* norm. Hence bb' is the uniform limit of a sequence {d n } c S, where d n = a n , r(n) . Now So {</>"} is a sequence of orthonormal functions, continuous except on the null set W = X-[Jf J m , and S is the space of finite linear combinations of the <£". As before, let A denote the algebra generated by S. Then Theorem 3 has the following corollary. THEOREM 4. Let X be locally compact; let the measure n on X satisfy the requirements of Theorem 3. Let {<£"} be a sequence of orthonormal locally bounded use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700009472
